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EN: Included in pack: 1 x CR2032 Battery, 1 x Magnet
Keyring, 1 x IMPACT Device

EN: Battery placed on underside of device board.
Providing power to the unit.
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HIT
EN: To turn on device, Tap the magnet to the screen of
the IMPACT device. A quicker tap is more efficient in
opening the switch. The device will flash GREEN to
confirm ready state.
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EN: Open the HIT app on your android or iOS
smartphone or tablet and follow the steps to connect
your device via blutooth. Rename it to your unique ID
and click on Individual play to start recording.
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EN: Push device back together with finger and
forethumb (you may need to use both hands). The device is
sealed when the top cap ‘clicks’ into place with the
bottom cap. The device is now sealed and water
resistance.
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EN: To open Device use a finger nail to prise device
seal apart. If you find this difficult use the small edge
on the Magnet keyring to do this.

EN: Device will continue to record and store IMPACT
data until you stop recording on app or turn off
device. When device flashes RED the device has
registered a G-Force impact over the threshold.

EN: The App will ping a notification and show
alongside the RED light that the device has registered
an above threshold impact. The wearer should be
checked for any concussion symptoms at this point.

By using this device you acknowledge, accept and agree to these terms.
https://www.hitrecognition.co.uk/2020-product-legal-disclaimer/
Head Impact Trauma Limited. Registered Company; SC564020.

EN: To reset device after RED light or to turn off device
simply tap with magnet again and all lights will turn
off. Your device is now in off state. To turn back on to
continue playing simply follow from step 5.
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